Engaging kids in our public lands.
Experience the awe of our local wildlife.
Foster connections to our natural places.

We believe that every child has the right to the great outdoors.

Helping our youth enjoy the natural wonders around them is what Salt Lake City Children’s Outdoor Bill of Rights is all about. The result of collective efforts from SLC’s Trails & Natural Lands, SLC’s Division of Youth & Family, and other diverse service providers, this unique citywide program aims to help our children get outside and experience our great outdoors.

Salt Lake City Children’s Outdoor Bill of Rights: in which EVERY child has the right to...

- Catch a Bug
- Follow a Foothill Trail
- Listen to the Sounds of Nature
- Observe a Starry Sky
- Play in the Snow
- Splash in a Stream
- Identify a Wild Plant
- Spot & Identify a Wild Animal
- Visit a Mountaintop
- See the Great Salt Lake
- Climb a Rock
- Paddle a Boat
- Explore a Cave

Collect these Outdoor rights as limited edition stickers at Trails & Natural Lands & YouthCity sites!

Join in on the adventure by visiting Trails and Natural Lands to find more info, like fun independent Adventures activity sheets, and even learn about how to pickup your own SLC Children’s Outdoor Bill of Rights journal.